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Concert Notes by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

6/13/04 A Perfect Circle Red Rocks 

 

Burning Brides- Power trio, raw, loud guitar, bashing drums…guests from Perfect- James 

Iha…Jeordie Orsborne White…drummer Josh Freese…last night of the tour….cover a Misfits 

song…sense of celebration, triumph…song ????Arctic…drummer sitting in very confident, 

swinging arms, sticks around, right on the beat…band a little on the loose side, a kind of edge of 

chaos approach, vocals screaming 

 

A Perfect Circle- stage setting risers and lights, but not just lights on band, but bright lights 

pointed right at the audience- part of the sensory experience…meant to be a total experience of 

electricity, plus fine environs of Red Rocks, fine night, clouds and stars in the air, no wind, 

sound went straight up the amphitheatre, excellent sound, full experience- night sky, crowd 

holding up lighters, rocks lit, above, city below- 32
nd

 row, high enough to see cityscape, distant 

huge cloud system overtaking Denver below….Perfect music full of dramatic peaks, space 

sections, but ultimately most effective when raging…lead guitarist Billy, often dramatic 

presence…lots of guitar effects, turned way up, James Iha on own riser, using various boxes, 

effects to fill in sound, Billy snakes around on top…musicians set up in a circle, Maynard James 

Keenan in center, in back, not lit, in the shadows, lights all around him, but projected out, a fine, 

even pretty voice at times, but also capable of barking above the rage of electricity..started with a 

kind of athletic suit on, lines down sleeves and pant legs, then shed coat, muscle man shirt under, 

finally, pulled shirt down to his waist, stalking his riser, spinning around, stomping, coming to 

the edge, long stringy hair hanging down, an enigmatic character, although revealed a sense of 

humor and concern, talked about censorship issues, often referring to Janet Jackson’s Super 

Bowl stunt, exposing her breast, dedicates song to Janet Jackson’s nipple, said that Clear 

Channel will have to pay $1.7 million dollars for the occurrence, lead the crowd in a “fuck shit” 

cheer, then encouraged everyone to shout it four times, then check neighbor to see if it had any 

effect (“erections don’t count…that is a desired effect”….might become something bad…like a 

Republican) …he referred to Janet several times, and renamed “The Nurse Who Loved Me” to 

“The Wet nurse…” changed the words in the song, except for the final go through…Maynard’s 

mic stand had a “Maynard Dr” on it sideways…despite the robustly textured music, occasionally 

lapse into goofiness, or let loose with an obscenity…one song, brought on special guest Dan 

Loner??? From Nine Inch Nails (“He isn’t in a band, but he knows someone who is a 

band…..he’s the guy who blocked Trent Reznor’s view…”) Dan taunted the crowd by saying he 

had a better seat, then flipped off audience…”but you didn’t have to blow Maynard to get it…” 

laid around on floor, finally playing guitar, Dmitri from Burning Brides came on in a full body 

lobster suit, everyone jamming, jumping around, digging in, several people wearing the lobster 

head…Dmitri got up on Maynard’s riser and jumped…other moment was when James Iha sang a 

weak solo version of the Ramones song “Judy is a Punk”, the crowd clapping and singing 

along…several references to being end of tour…”Bad news and good news, first the bad news- 

this is our last show for this year…good news is we’re doing it for you…” song “The Outsider” a 

particular highlight, ending cleanly on “…here.”…a good example of the band’s rising and 

falling- crescendos in electricity…immediately followed by a long gap/silence, then “The 



Noose,”  Maynard’s voice carrying through on the slower, more melodic pieces, but also capable 

of  power…opening tune “Vanishing”…did halo tune…boogie man tune…grandeur, power, 

lights synched into the rising and falling, dramatic moments…when doing the music, taking rock 

to another level, includes the loud and edgy, but also beautiful and pensive, seems much more 

textured than Tool, lots of Tool t shirts in crowd, one girl had a wrench with two nuts at 

bottom…Maynard introduces Dan by telling outrageous story about being a clone of himself, the 

top half of his original body cut off with the clone part stuck on, but he retained four testicles…a 

lot of mention of the last of the tour…in parking lots girl said “It was perfect”…a great fresh 

band for the 21
st
 century, also keeps Red Rocks up to date on being a world class venue, the 

natural beauty combined with a state of the art show, musically and sonically, still one of the best 

any where, stage setting included some simple spindly white tree type decorations lined around 

the back of the circle of musicians…a brooding kind of power, Maynard an antihero…Maynard 

encouraged audience to take part “Think for yourself and question authority, please” register to 

vote, use your voice or some one else will speak for you and then charge you for it, make you 

pay…”The Package” rising and falling…strong musical vision, confidence…other than drummer 

and vocalist, all guitar/effects, nuance…before singing “Judy is a Punk” James Iha told jokes- a 

jumper cable went into a bar, bartender said I’ll serve you if you don’t start anything up…a 

sandwich- we can’t serve food here… 


